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Hi, guys!
What motivates you to

publish?Strategies

Techniques



How to get
published in
high impact

journal



What do editors want?



Follow journal’s guidelines
Originality

Clarity of message
Structure, flow, tone

Research methodology 
Theoretical and practical implications

Good Title & Abstract
References



Techniques



Titled 
Abstract
LR
Methodology
Findings
Conclusion
References

Technique



Titled 
Authors
Abstract
Keywords
Introduction
LR

Method
Findings
Discussion
Conclusion
Acknowledgement
References

Structure of Journal article



Titled



Titled
The title is the “face” of your article, and

should be carefully considered. 
Keep it concise and informative, and avoid

jargon and abbreviations that are not
common knowledge

Short and clear on the title
First thing which everybody reads
Important in literature searching



Titled
Should be specific 

Current issues
Should consist 12-15 words

Find good keywords that can cover
variables in the topics

Can put method in the topics if we use
advanced method

 



Authors
 



Often listed fron the greatest
cintibutions to least, irrespective

of academic status
A supervisor should be co-author,
with the students as first author,

in a paper based on thesis.
Importatnt to list one’s name the

same way on every paper
Also mention institutional
affiliation of each author
Give contact detail of the

corresponding author



Abstract

Summarizes the paper
Precise, clear & interesting

4 C’s

 

Complete - it covers the major parts
of the project

Concise - it is focussed and provides
clear information on the topic

Clear - it is readable, well organised,
and not too jargon-laden

Cohesive - it flows smoothly
between the parts 



Abstract

Problem statement – objectives-
methods-

significants/result/findings-way
forward/recommendation

Usually a single paragraph
Some journals use structured
abstracts with standardized

headings

 

 



Abstract

Word limit usually 250 -300
words. Do not exceed the word

limit
Abstracts with typos or poor

drafting reflect negatively on the
rest of the article

Refer to journal format

 

 



Conclude by summarizing the
most important findings, making
a reference to how your paper
resolves the issues presented.
Choose three to five keywords

that are commonly used in your
sub-discipline to accompany your

abstract.

 

 



Keywords
•Selected from

the title and
abstract

 

Usually 5-6
keywords



Introduction

Background of the study
To introduce the topics
To provide current issues

 

In the first paragraph, cite the work that has
already been done, indicate what is inconclusive
or missing or unknown, and state how your
paper addresses those gaps. 
In the final paragraph of the introduction,
explicitly state the purpose of the paper using
sentences like, “The aim of this paper is…
Follow the statement of purpose with the
research questions. They may be posed in the
form of a question, or simply stated as areas of
interest. 

 



Literature
Review



A great LR is part of selling your pitch to
the journal

Start with – PS – add no/percentage – RQ
– Motivations – Objectives

Use primary sources
Divide the literature into themes 

 
This is most helpful when you are addressing

gap in the literature 
As in the previous approach, use an

introductory paragraph to outline the themes.
Conclude the section by situating your paper
within one of the themes, and address how
you are extending the literature to include

your contribution. 



This is most helpful when your paper deals
with historical matters or traces the

evolution of a social issue. 
Point out when and how paradigms shifted,
and state what new direction your field took

after that shift. 
Conclude the section by stating where the

literature is now

•Arrange in chronological order

•Summary table is useful for comparing studies
. 



Qualitative or quantitative
Theoritical frameworkCan use in one infographic

design
To determine either the findings

seem applicable to other
situationsPopulation and sampling

Methods / Research Approch



Analysis methodsMay include tables and figures
(flowchart, diagrams etc)

Be sure to link your research
questions to the methods you

include. Cite previous studies that have
used similar methods to justify

your design

Methods / Research Approch



Content,
style, results

and
discussion

Content must have look for novelty &
conceptual advancement

Findings must not have been publishedbeforeFigures must be visually represent thefindingsCompelling story with a chosenscientific publication
High impact need story evidence

Some journal combine results anddiscussion



Content,
style, results

and
discussion

Quantitative results should be
presented in a well-organizedtable. Rather than discussing each

statistic, refer the reader to the
table and highlight the aspects
that are most relevant to yourthesis. 

 



Content,
style, results

and
discussion

The presentation of qualitative
results could take a few forms: 

Identify themes that emerged from
your interviews and observations,

organize the evidence according tothose themes Organize the results according to
the questions asked, present the

answers the questions inparagraph form  



Conclusions
•Reflect the RO

•Describe how the work
advances research in

your area
•Conclude only work
done in your research

•Implications,
recommendatins and

future works
•Just discuss about your

work only
 



Research article – at least 40 references
Review article – at least 80 references
Follow format of the journal
Avoid missing citations/references
To help readers find further information
To give credit to others for their work
To add credibility to your work by showing that you used valid
information sources
Latest article (below 5 years) 
Refer to indexed journal only

References



A place to thank people who helped with the
work but did not make contributions deserving
authorship
Sometimes the place where sources of financial
support are stated

Acknowledgement



Submission – editorial assessment (Editor)
– Peer Review (Editor)- Revision (Author-
2nd review required) – Decision ( Editor) –
Accepted – Proofs  (Publisher) – Published

(Publisher).



Final Touches: Take the
time

Proofread
Spell-check
References

 

 



If your paper is rejected …

Find out why
Rework your paper

Target a different venue
Re-submit soon



After Submission...

•If asked for revision –

celebrate!

•Revision means the journal is

interested

•Address ALL reviewer’s concerns

•Don’t take it personally



Thank you
guys!!!!
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